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ABSTRACT
We present an overview of recent advances and major
challenges in image and video search, with a specific focus
on large-scale semantic concept detection and indexing.
Such semantic indexing paradigm has been driven by the
increasing availability of the large resources of corpora,
novel labeling approaches, innovative image features, and
machine learning techniques for visual content recognition.
We will discus key approaches, recent results, and novel
applications in text-to-concept semantic search and multimodal retrieval models. Open issues and major
opportunities will also be presented.
Index Terms — semantic indexing, image and video search,
content labeling, statistical modeling
1. INTRODUCTION
Due to the explosive growth of visual data (both online and
offline) and the phenomenal success in Web search, there
has been increasing expectation for search technologies for
images and videos. Although many technical challenges
remain, in the past several years we have seen exciting
progress and new potential for advancing the state of the art
in this area. Many new ideas and results have been shown,
culling knowledge from multi-modal content analysis,
machine learning, information retrieval, and user
interaction. The goal of this paper is to provide a review of
the important directions, key results, and remaining open
issues.
The main science challenge is understanding media by
bridging the semantic gap between the bit stream on the one
hand and the visual content interpretation by humans on the
other. Hence, our focus here is on semantic concept
detection and its application in image and video search.
Specifically, we discuss large-scale concept lexicons,
image/video corpora, labeling approaches, popular image
features and recognition models, and multimodal video
search. We discuss each of the above topics and present a
short list of important open issues at the end.
2. VISUAL CORPUS AND LEXICON
One of the major forces driving the advancement of image
search techniques is the increasing availability of large

visual corpora and the well-defined evaluation
methodologies associated with them. Unlike the conditions
in the 90’s, researchers now can easily gain access to
millions of images or hundreds of thousands of video shots
for research with some form of annotation either via formal
processes or indirect association.
For example, TRECVID [1] in its 6th year of evaluation
currently provides hundreds of hours of broadcast news
video from multi-lingual channels. Video programs are
segmented into individual shots and video shots in the
development set have been annotated with a number of
semantic description labels. To define a suitable set of
semantic concepts, a recent effort has also been completed
to define a Large-Scale Concept Ontology for Multimedia
(LSCOM) [2]. Through joint discussion and evaluation by
information analysts, librarians, and researchers, about 1000
concepts were selected from various categories such as
event, object, scene, people, location, and production. 449
of the LSCOM concepts were then manually annotated over
a subset of TRECVID videos (more than 80 hours). The
resulting annotation set available at [3] is probably the
largest video annotation data set available to date for
researchers, both in terms of the number of concepts and the
number of the samples for each concept.
Many other significant corpora have also emerged in
different domains. In ImageClef [4], images and associated
text documents have been used for evaluating medical
image retrieval and recently images from other domains like
Web have been added. In CalTech 101 [5], images from 101
object categories have been collected from Web image
search engines in order to evaluate performance of various
object recognition methods. To tap into the large image
repository provided on the Web, clustering experiments in
[7][8] have used a large number of images (thousands to
millions) from online photo sharing sites or search engines.
In [6], images of 1000 isolated objects are collected to test
robustness of recognition methods against varying
appearances and recording conditions.
The corpora mentioned above differ in several important
aspects, including content diversity, image quality, quality
of annotations, and numbers of image samples. One of the
most important aspects affecting semantic classification is

the annotation quality. Usually, sets like TRECVID using
exhaustive manual annotation enjoy a higher annotation
accuracy than others. Images obtained from Web search
engines are almost by definition more realistic but may
quickly demonstrate inconsistent and diverse content when
the size of the returned set becomes large. On the other
hand, textual tags from online social sites may not be
reliable. Some empirical analysis showed that precision as
low as 15% may be possible [9]. Therefore, special cares
are needed in utilizing low-quality labels in training content
recognition models, analogous to the case of using
unreliable transcripts to train automatic speech recognizers
[24].
Novel Labeling Approaches
As discussed above, manual labeling processes are often
used in order to obtain reliable and complete annotations. It
was also found annotation mechanisms and tools used
significantly affected the quality and throughput of the
resulting annotations. Some lessons can be drawn from the
past efforts when the annotation process is repeated in new
domains. In LSCOM [3], about ten thousand hours of
human efforts were used to generate about 33 million labels,
each indicating presence or absence of a specific concept in
a video shot. By forcing annotators to give binary-value
labels of a concept at a time, it produced much more
accurate and consistent annotations than the alternative
method that allowed the annotator to enter multiple tags
relevant to the image under review. In [10] an interesting
annotation interface was developed to explore the capacity
of human visual perception. Annotators maximize the rate
of labeling by viewing the fixed locations on the screen
while panels of images are rapidly displayed, leading to a
multi-fold speedup. In [23], a visual iconic language was
developed to support a video annotation process in which
users browse and compound over 2200 iconic primitives,
each representing certain concept categories in the video
stream. Finally, an innovative framework was developed in
[11] to transform the tedious annotation process into a Webbased interactive game, in which randomly paired users at
different sites try to come up with identical annotations.
Such a game playing paradigm is novel and effective by
motivating humans to help complete tedious tasks, and in
this case, generate voluminous labels with a high quality.
3. SEMANTIC CONCEPT CLASSIFICATION
The massive visual data and associated annotations have
facilitated development of novel techniques for indexing
images and videos at the semantic level. By training a
statistical detector for each of the concept in the visual
lexicon, a pool of semantic concept detectors can be
constructed to generate multi-dimensional descriptors in the
semantic space. A large number of baseline concept
detectors have demonstrated using generic features such as
color, texture, and edge [14][15].

After the concept detection, each image or video shot can be
represented by a semantic concept vector [12], whose
elements indicate the confidence scores or likelihood values
in detecting different concepts. The key innovation here is
to go for a weak representation of many concepts that yields
a much better insight in the semantics of the video than
insisting on accurate representation of just a few of them.
Such a representation is intuitive – analogous to the term
frequency vector used for indexing text documents.
However, there exist subtle but important difference
between the interpretations of the term frequencies in a
document and the confidence scores of concepts in an image
or video. Such issues will affect the strategies for concept
search, which will be discussed in Section 5.
Recent advances in image feature extraction and matching
have also brought exciting opportunities for improving the
concept detection performance. Novel features using local
interest points or parts [16] capture salient information in
the image, with invariant local features extracted from each
local interest part. Aggregative attributes (like bags of
quantized parts) or spatial graphs of the parts can then be
used to represent the overall visual content. Novel methods
for matching such parts-based representation have also been
used to compute image similarity, from which
discriminative classification models are developed.
Different local image descriptors were compared in [17] in
their performance of object recognition.
Semantic concept detection has greatly profited from
advances in machine learning. Discriminative classifiers
such as Support Vector Machines (SVM) over image (and
sound) features, though straightforward, have been shown
effective for detecting a number of visual concepts [13].
Large pools of concept detectors are also demonstrated in
[14] and [15], covering 491 and 374 concepts respectively.
Software for feature extraction and the SVM models used in
[15] are available for public research use.
Another notable direction for semantic labeling of visual
content is to explore the relations among image content and
the textual terms in the associated metadata. Such metadata
are abundant but are often incomplete and/or noisy. By
exploring the co-occurrence relations among the images and
the words, the initial labels may be filtered and propagated
from initial labeled images to additional relevant ones in the
same collection. A cross-media relevance model was
proposed in [18] to model the joint probabilistic
distributions of the words and the visual tokens in each
image. Such joint distributions are then used to estimate the
likelihood of detecting a specific semantic concept in a new
image. In [25], a unified graph-based learning framework
was developed to integrate features from multiple modalities
(keywords and visual features) for web image classification,
retrieval, and clustering.

4. IMAGE LABEL BY WEB SEARCH
Manual annotation of image or video data is costly and
difficult to scale up to a large set of concepts. On the other
hand, images from the Web repositories, e.g., Web search
engines or photo sharing sites, come with free but less
reliable labels. In [19], a novel framework called
AnnoSearch was proposed to explore such Web-based
resources. The task is to automatically expand the text labels
of an image of interest, using its initial keyword and image
content. The seed keyword was first used to find relevant
images on the Web, whose textual metadata were then
clustered in order to discover new keywords for the image
at hand. The newly discovered words were further filtered
by checking the content similarity between the target image
and the images from the Web. Such keyword expansion
mechanism is fully automatic, utilizing the Web resources in
a novel way. However, its scalability general images
remains to be proved as quality of the expanded labels may
depend on the image type and the availability of appropriate
seed keywords.
Images returned from Web search engines are error-prone.
Usually only the images on the first few pages of the
returned results are correct. Additionally, even images of
the same object or scene may have large variations of
appearance, view, scale, and quality. To cope with such
issues, [20] extended a probabilistic clustering technique to
discover the hidden patterns among the images from the
Web and handled unrelated images returned from search
engines. Promising performance was demonstrated in using
the Web images to train detectors of generic objects such as
cars and airplanes.
The diverse content and inconsistent quality associated with
Web images tend to have large impact on the robustness of
the concept detectors. Estimation of performance difference
between detectors using hand prepared annotations and that
using free Web data is an important issue studied in [9].
Experiments over 15 named location concepts were
conducted and an automatic method was developed to
predict the performance degradation caused by the use of
noisy images from Web search engines. It was found that
cross-domain image similarity and some forms of concept
difficulty measures were the most useful features for
predicting the performance difference mentioned above.
Assessment of such performance gap is important for
assessing the tradeoff between annotation cost and detector
quality.
5. MULTIMODAL SEARCH
Semantic indexes produced by a large pool of concept
detectors greatly improve the feasibility of searching
images/videos at the semantic level. Such semantic indexes
readily match the search-by-keyword paradigm – the most
popular search method used by users today. To do so, user

queries are mapped to the predefined semantic concept
space, using term matching or some forms of term
expansion (e.g., via relations of synonyms or meronyms).
Such text-to-concept search methods were shown to be
especially effective for the type of queries that search for
generic objects or scenes (e.g., building or snowy scenes)
[15].
However, using the concept search method alone is not
sufficient for satisfying all different types of queries, which
often include searches for named persons, sports, etc.
Recognizing such deficiency, [21] studied query-class
dependent retrieval models, which used adaptive strategies
for fusing different search tools (such as concept search,
image-based similarity retrieval, and text search). Machine
learning methods were used to automatically determine the
fusion weights among different tools. In [22], a data mining
approach was further developed to automatically discover
the distinct query classes and optimal multimodal fusion
weights for each class based on past training queries and
their search results.
6. OPEN ISSUES
The exciting developments in semantic indexing presented
above are accompanied with many challenging open issues.
Some of the most important ones are discussed below.
Explore the Full Potential of New Image Features
As mentioned in Section 3, novel local image features and
image representations have been incorporated in many
emerging object recognition approaches, significantly
outperforming conventional methods based on global
features like color, texture, and edge. One important
question here is whether we have arrived at the right
features for image indexing, just like keywords for text
document indexing. Can such new features be used to
successfully develop a large number of detectors for diverse
semantic concepts, such as that covered in LSCOM? Initial
promising results have been shown in [20] in recognizing
generic image classes using Web images as training data.
Parts-based models have also been shown to improve
classification accuracy in TRECVID evaluation [15] when
combined with baseline models using conventional features.
One additional concern of such new features is the high
computational complexity involved – requiring at least one
order of magnitude more training time than those using
conventional features. Hence, improvement of model
efficiency while exploring the full power of such new
features has become a timely critical issue.
Visual Concept Ontologies
Knowledge resources like WordNet have been used broadly
in text-based document retrieval. Such knowledge bases
include definitions and ontological relations among words

in a natural language. However, application of such
ontologies or thesaurus to the visual domain is not feasible
today due to the insufficient coverage and lack of
definitions of relations among visual concepts. Some initial
efforts have been made in [2] to construct basic structures
over a medium set of concepts (about 1000). However, a
systematic and scalable solution is still missing today.
Even with an extended thesaurus it may still be the case that
the user specifies a search which is not in the detector set. In
such case the best thing to resolve is an ontology translating
the search into the closest terms the detector set can handle,
so separating out the user side in an ontology from the
detector side in another ontology. The issue remains that if a
notion needs the combination of many detectors, the results
are too unreliable per detector yet to arrive at anything but
noise in their logic combination. New strategies are needed
to combine weak sets of detectors. Additionally, it was
found in [15] that a small set of detectors with robust
performance and generic concepts is more powerful for
video search, compared to a large set of weak detectors.
Hence, a very interesting question arises – how to choose
the right set of concepts that have good combination of
detection performance and relevance to user query topics?
Visualization and Interactive Access
A video archive includes a huge amount of data and a huge
amount of video shots. One of the most effective
contributions to digital video archive access is to provide
efficient visualization of the data so that users can solve the
problem visually as well as textually. Such visualization
mechanisms have to be dynamic and compressed as the
screen is the bottleneck. Intuitive visualization interfaces
have been found critical for successful interactive search of
video shots in recent TRECVID evaluation [14]. However
important questions remain in how to visualize visual
content at higher levels such as stories or topics and how to
effectively summarize information across multiple videos.
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